Illustration

Style Guide
Illustration can be used across all aspects of the Wish company to help tell
our story and convey our message in a eye-catching and playful way.

Core values
intentional

Bold

scalable

Playful

Basic
Building

Blocks

Stroke
Style

Color ‘Black’

Weight 1 px

Cap Round

Join Round

Alignment Center

Resize this object to fit your composition
(minimum stroke size: 0.5 px)
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Color
Palette

Overview
The color palettes used in our icons and illustration should be a combination of the primary and secondary brand colors shown below. The number of colors used in a palette
depends on the type of illustration (please reference the illustration types section). The ‘02’ shade of each color should be used as a shadow to add dimension to your illustration
and does not count as an additional color.

Emerald 01

Amethyst 01

Turquoise 01

Emerald 02

Amethyst 02

Turquoise 02

Citrine 01

Rosaline 01

Ruby 01

Citrine 02

Rosaline 02

Ruby 02
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Color
Palette

Neutrals
White, black and shades of gray can be used to color neutral background elements or to represent metallic materials and do not count as an additional color.

Character Colors
When illustrating characters or animals, use the following hair and skin color palettes. The addition of these colors do not count towards the color maximum.

Hair Colors

Skin Colors
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Add
Perspective

Overview
Add perspective to illustration to create dynamic and fun compositions. Illustration style should be flat and possess no vanishing point. As a general rule, perspectives should 

not be mixed; however, straight-on and three-quarter objects can coexist in the same composition.

Main Perspectives
Straight On

Top Down

Object Perspectives
Straight On

Three-Quarters

Top Down
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Character
Illustration

Overview
Other illustrated elements can be combined with characters to add personality and humanity to the composition. Our characters are whimsical, diverse, and dynamic.
Detail
The level of detail (ie. patterns on clothing, facial
features) featured on your characters should
depend on the composition. Characters should
add balance not clutter.

Posing
Draw characters in dynamic poses! They should
look they are always in action.

Diversity
When designing characters, be inclusive
of and accurate with representing
different ethnicities, ages, body shapes,
and abilities.
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Flairs &
Frames

Flairs
Flairs should be included in our illustrations as
decorative elements. Flair usage is intentional
and in-harmony with the rest of the composition.
There is 3 flair max per composition.

Floating “Windows”

Frames
Frames should be used as background elements in our illustrations.
They can interact with foreground elements as floating ‘windows’ or
grounded ‘backdrops’.

Grounded “Backdrops”
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Fill &
Pattern

Overview
Flairs, frames, illustration, and simple product photography can be combined to create patterns. Patterns can be used for backgrounds or to create cool textures on 

objects or character clothing. illustration.

Love yourself

SHOP NOW
SHOP NOW
SHOP NOW
SHOP NOW
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Execution

Overview

Illustration

Our illustrations can be divided into four different types, each utilized based on scale and use cases.
As the scale of the illustrations go up, so does the complexity of the composition and color palette.

Types

Product Icons

Marketing Icons

Spot Illustrations

Hero Illustration

PRODUCT

DIGITAL

PRINT
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L1

Illustration

L2

Product Icons

Marketing Icons

Product icons are best used for small spaces and primarily lives within

Marketing icons are suited for marketing touchpoints that require illustrative

the app. These are kept minimalistic to allow for easy scannability.

support in smaller spaces. When created as a set, they should have the same

Types
color palette to maintain consistency.

24x24

32x32
100x100

1 primary color max  

2 primary colors max  

(excluding shades & white)

(excluding shades & white)

L4

L3

Illustration

Spot Illustration

Hero Illustration

Spot illustrations consist of multiple smaller elements and are ideal for

Hero illustrations allows for interaction between people, objects, and

medium spaces (i.e. splash screens) to convey more complex concepts.

backgrounds, creating opportunities for deeper storytelling. Elements can

Subtle flairs can be included to add moments of playfulness.

exist alongside “backdrops” or pop out of “windows” to tie back to our brand.

Types

3 primary color max  

4 primary color max  

(excluding shades & white)

(excluding shades & white)

Composition

Composition
Our illustrations often consist of a blend of characters, objects, and background elements to enhance narratives across our different touchpoints.

Examples
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Sign up

Premier merchants

Join the world’s
leading mobile
commerce platform.
Reach hundreds of millions of consumers across
the world by selling on Wish. Sign up for free.


“ After joining Wish, the number
of orders per month continues
to rise. Now our European
Delivery Center is one of the
top 10 sellers in Europe."


Sign up
to get the
most out
of Wish
Sign up
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Selling on Wish
With offices around the globe from United States
to Europe, Wish is one of the largest cross-border
eCommerce marketplaces.


Multiple items, one shipping cost. Get your next
order with flat rate shipping for just $3.50!


{NAME}, the moment we’ve all been waiting for is here: Wish now
offers flat rate shipping on eligible items! Buy different items
together, or multiple of the same item, and pay just $3.50 flat rate
shipping on your ENTIRE order.

Check now

Download app

Thank You!

